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INTRODUCTION

Israeli law still contains the tender years presumption, 
according to which children under the age of 6 should live with their 
mother in cases of parental separation, unless special circumstances require 
a different custody arrangement.1 In many other developed countries, this 
presumption was abolished during the last two decades of the twentieth 
century, among other reasons due to aggressive campaigns by men’s orga-
nizations.2 In these countries, the presumption was replaced with gender 
neutral legal language, encouraging shared legal parenthood and blurring 
the distinctiveness of the role of the primary care-giving parent by replacing 
the terms “custody” and “visitation” with terms such as “parental plan” and 
“contact”.3 Similarly, at the end of 2011, a governmental committee (here-
inafter: the Shnit Committee) recommended abolishing the tender years 
doctrine and adopting the terms “parental responsibility” and “parental 
times”. These recommendations were embraced by the Minister of Justice, 
and are awaiting parliamentary discussion.4

Some feminists in other countries are critical of the outcomes of such 
legal changes. In the United States, Canada, and Australia, what seemed to 
be a move from a patriarchal rule that assumes maternal sole caring respon-
sibilities post-divorce to a liberating rule that will lead to gender equality, 
turned out to be a tool in the hands of many fathers to avoid paying child 
support, restrict divorced mothers’ freedom of movement, and enforce 
ongoing contact with an abusive ex-spouse.5 Moreover, the gender-neutral 
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language used by the law in these countries did not lead to significant 
changes in the gendered labor division, but rather masks the ongoing reality 
in which in most post-divorce families, like in most pre-divorce ones, the 
mother is the primary caregiver.6

The dangers for women embedded in the abolishment of the tender 
years presumption are even more acute in Israel. Divorces in Israel are 
governed by religious laws and tribunals. Civil marriage and divorce are 
not allowed, and so women are subordinated to patriarchal religious norms 
that enable the husband to economically blackmail the wife for a divorce 
decree (Get).7 Indeed, Ruth Halperin-Kaddari and I have recently warned 
against the adoption of the foreign legal reforms described above into Israeli 
law, because it will harm women and children who already suffer from the 
current discriminatory legal system. In our paper, we argue that the tender 
years presumption should be changed to a primary caregiver presumption. 
Such a change will mark the option of paternal custody, if the father was 
the primary caregiver, and will allow shared physical custody in the rare 
circumstances when such an arrangement is possible and advisable, while 
saving most mothers the need to prove in court that the best interest of 
their children is to stay in their physical custody.8

I will not dwell any further on the pros and cons of each possible legal 
rule governing parental responsibility upon divorce, discussed at length in 
the above mentioned paper. Rather, I wish to shift the spotlight towards 
the innovative strategies used by the Israeli men’s groups in their struggle 
to abolish the tender years presumption. After mapping these strategies I 
argue that the Israeli feminist movement does not address them adequately, 
hence not properly adjusting to the challenges of the third millennium.

ISRAELI MEN’S GROUPS’ STRATEGIES

In my empirical study of the field shaping divorce arrangements in Israel at 
the dawn of the third millennium, I have found several men’s organizations 
that called for the abolishment of the tender years presumption. However, I 
concluded from the findings that “unlike the status of men’s organizations 
in other countries, these Israeli men’s organizations do not enjoy public 
recognition as carriers of a legitimate socio-legal change.”9 Ten years ago, 
representatives of men’s organizations were not invited to Knesset discus-
sions, were belittled by women’s organizations, ignored by the media, and 
disregarded by professionals in the legal and therapeutic fields shaping 
divorce arrangements. At the time, the only organization that managed to 
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fracture this wall of indifference was Horut-Shava (Equal-Parenting), an 
NGO that insists that it is not a men’s organization but a parents’ organiza-
tion of both men and women, aiming at encouraging shared parenting in 
intact families and after separation.10

There is no other way to describe the change in the political power 
of Israeli men’s organizations in recent years, but as revolutionary. Today, 
they enjoy public legitimacy and are perceived as crucial participants in 
discussions over the law regarding parental responsibility and as carriers 
of the winds of change related to it. A precise and detailed cause-and-
effect analysis of this revolution can only be drawn from an up-to-date 
empirical investigation, which is yet to be conducted. Notwithstanding, I 
sketch here the main strategies used by Israeli men’s organizations, as both 
possible contributors to this revolution and as activities that highlight my 
argument about the relative weakness and stagnation of the Israeli feminist 
movement, detailed in the next section of this article.

Men’s organizations use the following strategies in their current battle 
against the tender years presumption and any other legal rule that might 
grant divorcing mothers an a priori advantage:

OrganizatiOn

While ten years ago there were no more than four active organizations 
identified with fathers’ claims of discrimination in divorce, today there are 
about ten organizations focusing on men’s rights in divorce and calling for 
the abolishment of the tender years presumption.11 While some of these 
organizations are very small, their numeric existence and few devoted activ-
ists create an impression of a growing and powerful community of citizens 
acting against harsh discrimination against men and fathers. Moreover, 
these relatively small organizations enhance their impact by cooperation 
through virtual networks, and permanent and ad hoc coalitions.12

internet

In recent years, several men’s organizations managed to build attractive and 
comprehensive Internet sites.13 Besides commercial sites of family lawyers, 
the men’s organizations’ sites are the most detailed about divorce-related 
issues, providing useful information based on their political agenda. Their 
presence in the virtual sphere is so dominant that when one searches in 
Google for “parenthood” and “divorce” (in Hebrew), it is the sites that 
support fathers’ rights and reject maternal custody that pop up first.

Furthermore, men’s groups’ activists use the virtual sphere to share 
information among themselves, to coordinate their activities, and to bash 
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those they oppose. An example of these activists’ cyber sophistication is 
their activity in Wikipedia that includes uploading divorce-related entries, 
biased by their agenda, as well as adding derogatory substance to entries on 
their opponents. By all these virtual, yet very real, activities, Israeli men’s 
groups activists have joined the global “cyber-world of men’s rights Web 
pages” with its “truly remarkable gallery of anti-feminist content”.14

LegaL aid

Some of the men’s organizations offer men legal advice and representation, 
in an attempt to assist men in their struggles against their partners, in what 
these organizations perceive as a discriminatory system that punishes men 
economically. These organizations specifically mention the need to balance 
the legal aid women’s organizations’ offer to divorcing women.15 However, 
this is the one activity in which it seems that women’s organizations still 
have an advantage compared to men’s.

Media

While in the past men’s organizations were ignored by the media, today they 
manage to get the media’s attention and support. One striking example is 
the broadcasting of the documentary “Father’s Rights” on channel 1—the 
public TV channel of the Broadcasting Authority, in May 2011. This film, 
directed by one of the Israeli men’s movement activists, Isri Halpern, fol-
lows four fathers in their custody and alimony battles, without giving voice 
to the ex-spouses of these men and with an overriding narration providing 
false “information” such as that women are responsible for half of domes-
tic violence cases and that a third of Israeli children are cut off from their 
fathers.

Another example is the media’s uncritical adoption of the men’s groups’ 
claim that 200 Israeli fathers commit suicide yearly because of custody 
battles.16 A search into official data published by the Ministry of Health 
shows that on average, 35 men aged 25–64 kill themselves yearly, and that 
this number, far from the alleged 200, includes men who are not fathers, 
fathers of non-minors, and fathers who never sought custody.17

More generally, while after the publication of the intermediate Shnit 
Committee report in 2008, most media coverage opposed its recommenda-
tion to abolish the tender years presumption, much of the media coverage 
on the release of the final report in 2011, with the same recommendation, 
was relatively supportive, among other reasons in the name of fathers’ right 
for equality.18
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natiOnaL LObbying

Men’s organizations mark the Knesset as a central arena for their activity. 
They send materials to MKs (Members of Knesset), meet with them tête-
a-tête, initiate bills, and participate vocally in committee sessions. Indeed, 
today they are routinely invited to every session related to parental respon-
sibility after separation. Moreover, since each organization gets a chance to 
speak up, no matter how small and unrepresentative, the total time granted 
to men’s organizations in these sessions is substantial compared to the time 
allocated to women’s organizations, including large ones such as Na’amat 
and WIZO.19

The men’s organizations also try to influence the government. Their 
activity within the Ministry of Justice contributed to the establishment of 
the Shnit Committee in 2005, and a representative of Horut-Shava was 
a committee member. This committee’s recommendations were recently 
adopted by the Minster of Justice. Moreover, the men’s groups’ activists 
campaigned in 2012 for the appointment of MK Yulia Shmalov-Berkovich 
as the Minster of Welfare,20 as she is the greatest supporter of the men’s 
organizations in the Knesset and is known for her anti-feminist and homo-
phobic views. The fact that recently, Shmalov-Berkovich did not manage 
to be elected to a realistic place in the Likud party’s primaries for the 19th 
Knesset, nor pass the votes threshold needed for her to enter the Knesset 
as the leader of the Economy Party, is additional evidence that the Israeli 
fathers’ movement, though very vocal, is composed of a small number of 
activists and supporters.

internatiOnaL activisM

One of the most innovative strategies of men’s organizations is acting in 
the international sphere. This activity includes petitions before UN com-
mittees and U.S. courts, which embarrass the State of Israel by portraying 
it as a discriminatory country that harms fathers who want to be involved 
in their children’s lives.

The most successful international effort so far was conducted in 2011, 
when a coalition of men’s organizations approached the UN Committee 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights with a report alleging harsh 
discrimination against Israeli fathers in divorce proceedings.21 This report, 
though not backed with any reference or reliable source of data, led this 
UN committee to issue a recommendation to Israel to amend its law so that 
“custody of children up to the age of six is not always given to mothers”, 
and “child support awards do not lead to an inadequate standard of living 
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for the father”.22 Another recent example of an international lobbying 
effort is the petition of the Coalition for Children & Family (Israel) to The 
Hague Special Committee on the Practical Operation of the Child Abduc-
tion Convention, arguing that Israel fails to obey the convention when the 
abducting parent is the mother.23

The UN is not the only international sphere in which men’s groups 
are acting. A few months ago, a petition was submitted to the New Jersey 
District Court, in which three Israeli fathers sued the Israeli Minister of 
Justice, the Israeli Welfare Minister, The New Israel Fund (that allegedly 
funds “radical feminist organizations”), and others, for tort compensa-
tions of millions of dollars due to the “gross violations of human rights 
and torture arising out of an institutionalized discriminatory policy of 
disengaging and separating fathers from their minor children.”24 While 
it is hard to believe that this baseless claim, and a similar one filed in 
Wisconsin,25 will be granted, they have already burdened the defendants 
with legal expenses and granted media coverage to the initiating activists 
and their agenda.26

PersOnaL attacks

The most alarming strategy of Israeli men’s organizations in their struggle 
against the tender years presumption and any practice they believe discrimi-
nates divorcing and divorced fathers, is not the lies they feed the media nor 
the million-dollar suits they file abroad against the Israeli government and 
funds that support feminist organizations. Rather it is the personal attacks 
they launch against judges, social workers, psychologists, governmental 
committee members, and academics that do not follow these organizations’ 
agenda. These personal attacks include defamation on the Internet,27 dem-
onstrations in front of the professionals’ homes,28 threats to demonstrate 
in public events in which these professionals are scheduled to speak,29 and 
threats of violence.30

Unfortunately, it seems that this personal targeting is effective and pro-
fessionals are hesitant to present their opinions in fear of the men’s groups’ 
retaliation. It is hard these days to find a therapeutic expert who will present 
his supportive views on maternal custody in a public event, though many 
Israeli psychologists still support the attachment theory and its warnings 
against harm to the child’s attachment with the primary caregiver.

Moreover, the updated policy of the social workers who submit their 
opinions to the courts in custody disputes is to recommend joint custody 
even in cases in which the mother will continue to be the primary care-
giver.31 This language laundering is aimed not only to ease the father’s anger 
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against the mother, but also the father’s anger the social worker will have to 
face if she recommends maternal custody.

The most severe aspect of the men’s groups’ personal targeting strategy 
is its possible impact on judges. In a recent seminar for judges on paren-
tal responsibility upon divorce, one judge approached me and said that 
he is afraid of the men’s groups and that the fear for his own safety and 
that of his children affects his decisions. I was left speechless. Indeed, the 
threats have become so frequent and direct that Family Courts judges have 
recently appealed to the Director of Courts to find ways to stop the wave 
of incitement.32

THE FEMINIST RESPONSE

Prima facie, the Israeli feminist movement reacts adequately to the growing 
political power and affectivity of the men’s organizations. Unlike in other 
issues, there is no split between academia and field activists and among dif-
ferent feminist streams and groups—all are in agreement that abolishing the 
tender years presumption will harm women and children, and that some 
kind of legal recognition of the significant role of the primary caregiver 
must be part of the parental responsibility laws to avoid futile legal custody 
battles and child support avoidance by fathers. This position was presented 
by all women’s organizations that testified before the Shnit Committee, by 
Na’amat that had a representative as member of the Committee, and in 
writings of feminist academics.33

However, to my understating, the feminist movement fails to answer 
the well organized and creative public, political, and legal activities of 
the men’s organizations, and does not effectively address their growing 
legitimacy and influence.

The feminist organizations have not yet raised the substantial funds 
needed for organized and significant counter-activity. This is not very 
surprising taking into account that there are hardly any feminist organiza-
tions that perceive the family as their major concern. The two big women’s 
organizations—WIZO and Na’amat—that have substantial resources and 
do perceive the family as a major concern move too slowly, and to my 
knowledge one of them suffers from conflicts within itself. Recently, a 
small coalition of women’s and feminist organizations was established in 
an attempt to prevent the Shnit committee’s recommendation from mate-
rializing into a new law, and a few hundreds of shekels were assigned to its 
activity. This is too little and too late.
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Indeed, by starting to act only after the final report of the Shnit Com-
mittee was published and by turning only to traditional lobbying in the 
Knesset over the formal law, the women’s organizations fail to realize that 
the professional field has already been influenced by the public discourse 
initiated by the men’s organizations, and that social workers and judges have 
endorsed the concept of shared and equal parenting after divorce, although 
the formal law has not yet changed.34 This shift, as well as the support of 
the Minister of Justice for the Shnit Committee reconditions, the change 
in the tone of the media coverage, and the overall growing legitimacy of 
organizations that portray men as the victims of the therapeutic and legal 
systems, who are cut off from their children and pay too much child sup-
port, are answered only sporadically by individual feminist activists.35 In 
particular, the women and feminist organizations pose no answer to the 
comprehensive Internet sites and cyber activity of the men’s organizations, 
to their international lobbying, and to the few divorced fathers who devote 
much of their time and energy to the gendered struggle over divorce. This 
relative silence and passivity leave the public and the decision-makers 
under the impression that divorced mothers have no urgent and shared 
problems, and that abolishing the tender years presumption will lead to 
equal parenting to the benefit of all family members.

Like feminists in the developed world, Israeli feminists must realize that 
the gender war is not over and that in the third millennium major actors in 
this war are men’s organizations. In other countries, men’s organizations did 
not stop at abolishing the tender years presumption, but act to minimize 
and even abolish child support orders,36 and fight against laws that protect 
battered women.37 Moreover, they promote a misogynist discourse in what 
is now called the “manosphere”—a web of hundreds of Internet sites, blogs, 
and forums devoted to slandering all women as a group.38

The men’s organizations pose not only a technological challenge of 
integrating feminist activities into the virtual—yet very real and effective—
sphere. They also pose philosophical and ideological challenges since they 
base their claims on their “discrimination” and demand “equality”—the 
very same terms used by the feminist movement. Hence, feminists must 
further develop the concept of equality or look for other philosophical 
concepts in a way that will acknowledge the importance of the familial 
care women perform, without turning women into victims or essentially 
and biologically domestic, and without ignoring fathers who care for their 
children and wish and are able to perform a significant parental role in 
intact families and after divorce.
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The men’s organizations also pose a moral challenge. In the face of 
these organizations’ tactics of disinformation, lies, and violent threats, 
feminist organizations must tackle the question of how they can fight back 
while maintaining their integrity and ethical standards.

CONCLUSION

My conclusion from the war over the tender years presumption is that 
the Israeli feminist movement has to (1) better understand and better use 
and confront the old and new supra-national spheres: cyberspace and the 
international and legal supranational bodies; (2) realize that the family must 
be at the center of its activities; (3) develop a sophisticated and up-to-date 
philosophy about the gendered division of labor and power relations, and 
at the same time, translate this philosophy to simple and understandable 
public messages; and (4) find ways to bring feminism to men and to join 
forces with feminist men. These are enormous challenges, yet extremely 
urgent, since the anti-feminist backlash is already here.
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